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An approach for automated nanotomography, a layer-by-layer imaging technique based on scanning
probe microscopy �SPM�, is presented. Stepwise etching and imaging is done in situ in a liquid cell
of an SPM. The flow of etching and rinsing solutions after each etching step is controlled with
solenoid valves which allow for an automated measuring protocol. The thermal drift and the drift of
the piezo scanner is corrected by applying offsets calculated from the cross correlation coefficients
between successive images. As an example, we have imaged human bone with �10 nm resolution
using tapping mode SPM and successive etching with hydrochloric acid. © 2007 American Institute
of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2736359�

I. INTRODUCTION

The invention of scanning probe microscopy �SPM� was
a great success in imaging science.1–4 Its limitation of imag-
ing only surfaces of materials has been overcome with a
layer-by-layer imaging technique called nanotomography5

�Fig. 1� and with acoustic scanning probe microscopy.6,7

SPM-based tomography methods are an interesting alterna-
tive to other high-resolution tomography methods such as
electron8–11 and x-ray tomography12 since SPM-based meth-
ods require much simpler and cheaper setups. SPM-based
nanotomography has been applied to different materials such
as polymers5,13,14 and metals15 which have been imaged with
�10 nm resolution. In this work, the imaging process was
quite time consuming because the sample had to be removed
manually from the SPM for etching and had to be replaced
for the next imaging step.

In this report we present an approach to automate this
process. Imaging and etching is done in the liquid cell of a
standard SPM instrument. Thermal drift is an intrinsic prob-
lem of SPM when one particular spot should be observed
over a long period of time. Several approaches for correcting
the sample drift have been applied in SPM and transmission
electron microscopy, either by instrumentation16 or with
computational17–21 based solutions. For instance, Mantooth
et al.19 have developed a fast image cross correlation algo-
rithm for tracking single molecule motion on surfaces. We
use the cross correlation technique to correct for the sample
drift during the imaging process. As a result a series of 20
images can be obtained within 1 h. Combining our concept

with high speed SPM imaging,22–24 the total measuring time
for one nanotomography volume image could be reduced to
a few seconds.

II. CONCEPT FOR AUTOMATIZATION

The conventional approach for SPM-based nano-
tomography is divided into the following steps: First, an im-
age of the desired material has to be captured with SPM.
Second, the specimen had to be removed from the SPM with
the aim of removing a few nanometer thick layer from the
surface with an adequate erosion protocol, e.g., with wet-
chemical etching,14 plasma etching,5,13 or chemomechanical
polishing.15 The next step was to remount the sample back to
the SPM and to find the same position again. The smaller the
region of interest the more difficult is the search for it. The
traditional procedure is first to find a tagged position on the
sample with an optical microscope integrated in the SPM and
then to zoom into the interesting area by successively de-
creasing the scan size of the SPM. Hence, a lot of time is
needed in scanning images and searching for the desired re-
gion. In best cases a data acquisition rate of approximately
one layer per 30 min can be reached. A small rotational dis-
placement cannot be excluded by this method, even if the
specimen is aligned by a fixed border. Moreover, the sample
plane might be tilted compared to the mounting done before.

All these efforts can be avoided when etching in situ in
the SPM without removing the sample. A possible work flow
for automated nanotomography is shown in Fig. 2. After cap-
turing an image of the sample in water, the etching solution
is flushed into the sealed liquid cell. Leaving the etchant in
the liquid cell for a certain time, a layer with a thickness
determined by the etching time is removed from the sample
surface. The next step is flushing the liquid cell with, e.g.,
water, to stop the etching and to remove possible particles or
generated residues on the surface. Then the next image can
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be captured. The whole procedure �one etching and imaging
cycle� will be repeated until the volume to be imaged has
been eroded. The drift occurring between successive imaging
steps is corrected by applying an appropriate offset calcu-
lated from the previously captured images. Figure 2 also in-
dicates that �3 min is necessary for one imaging and etching
cycle, depending on the etching time. The tenfold increased
data acquisition rate compared to the conventional nanoto-
mography process is the great advantage of this method. Our
concept is compatible with high speed SPM imaging22–24

which could result in total measuring times of �10 s for a
volume image with �100 slices.

A. Setup for in situ etching

We used a MultiMode™ SPM �Veeco Instruments Inc.,

Santa Barbara, USA� including a NanoScope IIIa Controller
and NANOSCOPE software version 6.13 release 1. For imaging
in water, we used a liquid cell �Veeco� consisting of glass,
which allows for fast exchange of liquids. Figures 3�a� and
3�b� show a photograph of the SPM head displaying the
liquid cell and a schematic sketch of it, respectively. A flex-
ible sealing ring is placed between the liquid cell and the
sample to obtain an enclosed volume. We used two of the
ports as inlets and one as an outlet for the etching and flush-
ing fluids. Figure 3�c� shows the entire setup for in situ etch-
ing. The liquid cell is connected with polyethylene tubes to
three or more reservoirs �glass bottles�, containing water,
etchants, or other solutions. The solenoid valves of the type
“2/2 way rocker” from Bürkert Fluid Control Systems �In-
gelfingen, Germany� are attached to a serial relay card from
Conrad Electronic �Hirschau, Germany�. It is essential that
all components of the etching device, which are directly in
contact with aggressive acids and solvents are resistant
against them. Otherwise, there is the danger of eroding
material from the components of the setup, which in turn
could cause unwanted consequences for the measurement
�e.g., debris particles could contaminate the sample surface
and change imaging conditions of the SPM�.

The relay card is connected to the SPM computer and
can be operated by individually programed etching proto-
cols, implemented with NanoScript™ which is a part of the
native SPM control software to communicate with the
valves. Our NanoScript™ routines allow for different auto-
mated etching protocols such as switching between different
etchants/solutions and flushing the liquid cell with water af-
terwards. Specific protocols can be developed for different
samples.

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of the principle of nanotomography from a
series of SPM images. The topography image zn�x ,y� combined with an
image of a physical property Pn�x ,y� of a material leads to a curved map
Pn�Sn� of the surface. By eroding the surface step by step, a stack of maps is
obtained. The maps are aligned laterally and aligned by a distance d in z
direction which corresponds to the mean etching rate. The result is a volume
image of the physical property of the material. �From Ref. 5, © 2000 The
American Physical Society�.

FIG. 2. Protocol for automated nanotomography. The step for etching away
thin layers and capturing images �gray filled frame� can be repeated as long
as required. See text for details.

FIG. 3. �a� Photograph of the optical microscope �M� and measuring head
�H� of a MultiMode™ SPM with the liquid cell �L� inserted and tubes
connected to the inlets and outlets. �b� Schematic sketch of the liquid cell in
contact with a sample sealed with a flexible silicone ring. This assembly
yields a small closed volume with the probe inside. It can be filled with
water or other solutions by using two of the three ports as inlets and one as
an outlet. �c� Schematic illustration of the SPM and the etching device. The
liquid cell is connected to several vessels. The flow rate through the cell is
determined by the hydrostatic pressure given by the height difference �h
between the vessels and liquid cell. Solenoid valves �V1, V2, and V3� con-
trolled with the SPM control software switch the different solutions.
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This concept allows for two different kinds of etching
methods. The first one is switching alternately between
etchant and measuring medium �e.g., water or other solu-
tions� to remove residues and particles from the sample sur-
face after each etching step. In case of an etchant, which is
optically transparent for the SPM laser, it is possible to com-
bine etching and imaging by directly measuring in the etch-
ing solution, which is the second etching method. With a
constant flow of the etchant through the liquid cell, there is
also the opportunity of constantly removing residues and
etched particles from the surface. Since there is no disen-
gagement of the tip from the sample, a loss of the considered
spot on the surface is unlikely. However, the small flow rate
through the liquid cell, which is applied to avoid distur-
bances during imaging, may lead to more contamination by
residuals on the surface. Finally, it depends on the specific
material and etching technique which combination of meth-
ods and parameters fits best.

B. Drift correction

For nanotomography it is essential to observe the same
area on the sample surface during imaging and etching. Even
though post processing methods, which correct for displace-
ments between successive images,25–27 are applicable to a
measured stack of images, a better approach is to avoid or
minimize them during the measurement. Afterwards, post
processing techniques can still be utilized to remove residual
displacements and distortions.

We have applied an algorithm to maintain the same po-
sition on the sample surface. The basic idea is to calculate
the cross correlation coefficient between two successive
images26 and to correct for the offset. One image is consid-
ered as a reference and is compared with a second image, the
template. Both images might be shifted due to the described
drift. Aiming to correct for this displacement, a reference
area containing distinctive features is chosen in the reference
image. The size and position of the reference area and the
searching area can be individually defined by the user. One
has to consider the necessary computing time, which means
that the larger the reference area and the searching area the
more time consuming is the calculation of the cross correla-
tion coefficient.28

For successive imaging it is first necessary to capture
two images with the SPM. The offset between the two im-
ages is calculated as described and is applied by the control
software. The emerging drift can be compensated by continu-
ously repeated capture and calculation of the offset.

Our drift correction algorithm offers the opportunity to
choose either a fixed reference image or to vary it during a
measurement. In the first case, all further captured images
will be correlated with the same image as the reference. This
approach will only be successful if the sample surface does
not change too much during one etching step. Otherwise the
cross correlation coefficient for the two images results in a
wrong value. In general, however, the sample surface is step-
wise eroded and hence the structure changes only slightly
with time. Furthermore, the success of the drift correction
depends crucially on the image quality. If the imaging pa-
rameters change drastically or the reference area does not

contain a characteristic feature �e.g., a defect�, this method
fails. The consequence is an applied offset to the piezoelec-
tric scanner which jumps remarkably compared to previous
offsets. For this reason, we discard correction values which
are larger than half of the diameter of the searching area. Our
drift compensation was implemented in C�� and converted
into a dynamic link library executable by the SPM control
software NANOSCOPE.

C. Imaging in liquids

The possibility of imaging surfaces in liquids turned the
SPM into an attractive tool for the study of liquid-solid in-
terfacial phenomena and the observation of processes in their
natural biological environment. Tapping mode atomic force
microscopy �TM-AFM� in liquids,29,30 however, differs in
the choice of imaging parameters in contrast to TM-AFM in
air. The structural design of the liquid cell and the mechani-
cal coupling of the liquid cell to the cantilever and to the
etching device make it difficult to identify the cantilever’s
vibration spectrum. In our experiments the cantilever’s fun-
damental eigenmode ��9 kHz� gave no adequate phase con-
trast, but a higher eigenmode with a frequency of �113 kHz
did.31 This specific frequency of the cantilever makes it pos-
sible to image in the repulsive regime32 leading to stable
oscillation conditions.

We used triangular shaped Si3N4 cantilevers �Veeco�
with two tips on each side of the cantilever substrate, which
turned out to be the most effective and stable conformation
for operation in water. We used the cantilever with a spring
constant of k=0.58 N/m. The not needed cantilever on the
same side of the substrate was removed in order to avoid
touching the specimen with this tip. Cantilevers with drasti-
cally higher or lower spring constants proved to be not suited
for our particular application and specimen. Because of the
reduced Q factor �Q�30�, the phase contrast between the
different phases in heterogeneous material is much lower.33

The best image quality in water was achieved using a free
rms amplitude of the cantilever A0=30–40 nm and an am-
plitude setpoint A /A0�0.6. In most cases of the imaged
bone specimens the total number of layers is limited by the
detoriating image quality of phase images. We believe that
this effect is caused by contaminations of the tip or particles
or residues generated during the etching process.

D. Post processing

After data acquisition the series of images were postpro-
cessed and combined to volume images like in previous
work.14,27 This includes flattening, contrast enhancement,
nonlinear image registration, and visualization with AMIRA®
�Mercury™ Computer Systems Inc., Mountain View, USA�.

E. Sample preparation

The bone samples were thin sections which have been
prepared using standard procedures.34,35 Parts of the compact
bone of the human femur were cut into small pieces with
different orientations with respect to the osteons and dehy-
drated with ethanol solutions with an increasing concentra-
tion series for 24 h. In addition, the samples were defatted
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with Roticlear® �Carl Roth GmbH & Co. KG, Karlsruhe,
Germany� which also served as a clearing medium, embed-
ded in polymethylmethacrylate �Merck KGaA, Darmstadt,
Germany�, sectioned into 5 �m thick slices using a micro-
tome, and fixed onto a silicon substrate.

F. Etching protocol

We used a 0.1M hydrochloric acid as an etchant. Thin
films of �80 nm were removed from the sample surface by
filling the liquid cell with the etchant and exposing the
sample to it for 30 s. To stop the etching, the liquid cell was
flushed with water. In order to remove residues from the
sample surface, we applied a high flow rate of water
��10 ml/min�. Afterwards, we switched to a smaller flow
rate of water ��1 ml/min� through the cell to avoid diffu-
sion of the etchant into the liquid cell during the imaging
process. The whole protocol was executed automatically
without user intervention. Only the amplitude setpoint A /A0

was decreased manually in some cases of losing the contact
between tip and surface.

The etching rate was determined similar to that de-
scribed in Ref. 36. A specimen was cut into two pieces, of
which one was covered with a gold layer. Afterwards the two
pieces were glued together again. The sample was planarized
by cutting it perpendicularly to the gold layer and polishing.
The gold layer acts as an inert height reference during the
etching procedure. Etching with 0.1M HCl for 30 s removes
a layer of �80 nm.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Maintaining the image position with the drift
correction algorithm

Our aim in this study was to reconstruct a volume image
of human bone with automated nanotomography. For this
purpose we observed the same spot of the surface during the
whole nanotomography measurement using our drift correc-
tion algorithm. Figure 4 shows a height image �a� and two
typical phase images ��b� and �c�� of the same spot of a
human bone sample after different etching steps. A charac-
teristic distribution of the phase signal can be observed. This
phase signal can be related to the mechanical properties of
the surface.37–39

The bright frame in Fig. 4�b� indicates the reference area
chosen for the calculation of the displacement. The position
of the 40�40 pixels2 large area was selected such that it
contains a region with distinct features and good contrast.
The sample surface was observed for 67 min with a scan rate
of 2 Hz and a resolution of 256�256 pixels2. The tip was
withdrawn and engaged for each etching step, resulting in an
additional displacement. Since the surface changes during
the etching process the reference image was chosen variable
as described in the previous section. The cross correlation
coefficient was calculated from the phase image. Figure 4�c�
shows changes compared to Fig. 4�a� caused by the etching
progress. The temporal development of the displacement �not
shown� is irregular, similar to Ref. 19. We like to emphasize
that the final displacement, which was 2.109 �m in the x
direction and 4.992 �m in the y direction after 19 images,
exceeded the scan size of our measurement several times and
was successfully corrected by our drift correction algorithm.
This shows that our algorithm works well even for changing
surface structures. Furthermore, this drift correction can be
successfully used during the imaging of dynamic processes
on surfaces, such as the microdomain dynamics of block
copolymers similar to Refs. 40 and 41 or during the obser-
vation of the crystal growth of semicrystalline polypropyl-
ene, similar to Refs. 42 and 43. As long as there are enough
distinctive features on the surface within the reference area,
our algorithm corrects successfully for the drift.

B. Obtained volume image using the etching device

Figure 5 shows a volume phase image �256�256
�19 pixels3� of human bone, obtained with automated in
situ etching and imaging. The TM-AFM height and phase
images were postprocessed with linear and nonlinear image
registration as described in Sec. II D. For each layer the
phase values have been allocated to the corresponding height
map of the imaged area leading to a series of curved maps
�Fig. 1�. A volume image is reconstructed by stacking these

FIG. 4. �a� TM-AFM height and �b� phase images of human bone at the
beginning of our measurement and �c� phase image after 18 etching steps
captured in water. Bright parts in the phase image correspond to a high
phase signal whereas the dark regions are related to a low phase signal. In
both images the same spot of the surface can be recognized. Also a change
in the structure is visible, indicated by the white arrows. The bright frame
shows the position and the size of the reference area chosen for the calcu-
lation of the displacement of successive images.

FIG. 5. �Color online� Three dimensional isosurface of a volume phase
image �256�256�19 voxels� of human bone. The image was captured
using automated nanotomography within 1 h and consists of 19 layers. The
phase signal is normalized to the range from 0 to 1 and the threshold of the
isosurface is set to 0.62 �see color bar�. The faces of the boundary box are
colored according to the corresponding phase values.
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curved maps with a mutual distance corresponding to the
average etching depth. With the given threshold, bright re-
gions having a high phase signal were separated from dark
areas having lower phase signals. The latter regions appear
transparent in the volume image. The interpretation of the
imaged specimen structure is beyond the scope of this ar-
ticle. The image size was restricted to 19 layers due to the
decreasing image quality during the measurement. Possible
reasons include residues on the surface or contaminations of
the SPM tip. The acquisition time for the shown volume
image was about 1 h, which is ten times faster than compa-
rable measurements of volume images of other materials pre-
pared by nonautomated nanotomography.

C. Summary and outlook

We have developed an etching device for automated
nanotomography based on SPM. The setup allows for imag-
ing and etching in liquids with a data acquisition rate of
�3 min per layer and includes drift correction based on im-
age analysis. The setup is based on a standard SPM which
was extended with a custom built liquid handling system and
extensions of the SPM control software. We have demon-
strated the method by imaging human bone.

The acquisition rate could be further increased by imag-
ing directly in the liquid cell with the etchant as imaging
medium under a defined flow rate. Our etching system is also
compatible with high speed SPM imaging22–24 which could
lead to a total measuring time of a few seconds for one
nanotomography image. Our concept is not limited to bone
and polymeric materials but could also be used to image
metals, ceramics, semiconductors, as well as composite ma-
terials. In addition, our etching device can be easily extended
to electrochemical etching.15 Furthermore, the adjustment of
imaging parameters could be automated and the often deto-
riating imaging quality might be improved by introducing
additional cleaning cycles.
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